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A great point of departure if you re willing to re-think design in the new millenium. --LODOWN
Magazine<br /><br />Far from Equilibrium is one of those rare works, an insider s critique. --
Artforum<br /><br />In a distinctly Kwinter-esque voice of commentary, reflection and critique,
Far From Equilibrium delivers us ever closer to the possibility of a renewal of thought relating to
practices and issues architectural. --Architectural Review.-- Its seductive appearance aside, I
was struck by how formative Kwinter's work has been in my thinking and in architecture culture
as a whole over the last two decades. It's a must-buy. --Kazys VarnelisSanford Kwinter is among
the most influential architectural theorists of his generation...blasting theoretically informed
polemic at a post-industrial world... Far From Equilibrium is an undeniably bracing and
enlivening volume. --Icon MagazineA great point of departure if you re willing to re-think design
in the new millenium. --LODOWN MagazineBook DescriptionUna selección de artículos que
consideran los complejos encuentros entre tecnología, cultura y arquitectura.About the
AuthorSanford Kwinter is a New York-based writer. He teaches design at the School of
Architecture, Rice University.Read more
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Julie C. Gilbert, “Safe place to keep state quarters. Summary: Folder to hold state quarters in,
labeled for both Philadelphia mint and Denver mint.I'm doing great with the Philly mint....but the
Denver ones are harder to track down. Still, it's fun to try.The booklet itself is kind of cheap, but it
should suffice to safely keep the quarters. I enjoy the fact that it's very easy to get the quarters
into and out of the slots. I had one of the state maps that you could fit quarters into...that was a
royal pain to get things into and out of. You wouldn't want the booklet to be too heavy duty
because even half filled, it's getting heavy.Conclusion: A safe place to keep your state quarters.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice book to have.. This is the 4th one I have bought for my
grandchildren. They are a nice gift to give to children. Beside collecting the quarter. They are
educational. It gives information on each state and president. I would recommend this book to
anyone for themselves or as a gift.”

Carol M., “Five Stars. Like them now just trying to find quarters good enough to put in the books.”

FLA SR, “Exactly as described. These were bought to match existing ones I had from my
parents, so that all the grandchildren would get the same thing. They matched well, and were
packaged well.”

Andrew D. Markel, “Perfect fit.... Coins fit well into the slots and it's a nice binder for the price. I
would recommend this to anyone looking to fill in their state quarter collection.”

Nathan, “Works great!. Thank you, it works great!”

The book by Sanford Kwinter has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 31 people have provided feedback.
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